[1] High-latitude transpolar arcs (TPAs) are often observed during northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF); of these, theta aurora are seen when transpolar arcs move in the dawn or dusk direction across the entire polar region in response to IMF B y changes. Periods of study were chosen when B y changes sign during steady northward IMF in order to determine the influence of IMF B x , B y , the strength of the IMF, the solar wind, and Earth dipole tilt on the occurrence and motion of highlatitude TPAs forming theta aurora. For a 4.5-year period there are 55 events for which IMF B z is northward for at least 2 hours before and at least 3 hours after a B y sign change. Of these, 19 occurred when the Polar satellite was over the Northern Hemisphere for the duration of the event. We find that for northward IMF and a B y sign change theta aurora are almost always formed in the Northern Hemisphere, regardless of B x and dipole tilt. This implies that theta aurorae form simultaneously in both hemispheres. IMF B y does not appear to influence the intensity and duration of the arc. Strongest UV emissions occur in the summer hemisphere. Evolution time has a fairly complex dependence on solar wind parameters. 
Introduction
[2] High-latitude arcs of different types have been observed during various northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions. Several papers seek to determine the most favorable conditions under which high-latitude arcs are seen. Gussenhoven [1982] found that four types of highlatitude arcs occur in the northern winter hemisphere depending on IMF B z , B y , and solar wind velocity conditions. Morning and evening oval arcs generally occur during negative and positive B y , respectively, also called oval-aligned arcs by Hones et al. [1989] . Single large-scale Sun-aligned arcs aligned along the noon-midnight meridian, named theta aurora by Frank et al. [1982] , form almost exclusively during northward IMF. Gussenhoven [1982] finds that these types of arcs show increased occurrence also with increasing solar wind velocity. The fourth type is midnight originating arcs, which occur during more active IMF conditions. See also Frank et al. [1986] and . Theta aurora have been observed to form when oval-aligned arcs move across the entire polar region during a B y sign change [Cumnock et al., 1997] .
[3] Kullen et al. [2002] surveyed 3 months of winter hemisphere data and assigned high-latitude arcs to five categories: oval-aligned arcs, bending arcs, multiple arcs, moving arcs, and midnight arcs. The moving arcs (11 cases total), which form theta aurora when the arc moves to highest latitudes, appear during northward IMF (although not necessarily steady) and are more likely to occur during larger IMF magnitude and higher solar wind velocities than other polar arc types. In addition, they require an IMF B y sign change and have a clear negative B x dependence (for the winter hemisphere). However, the B x dependence may be an artifact of that IMF time period because almost all northward IMF (>3.2 nT) time periods also had negative B x [cf. Kullen and Karlsson, 2004] . No correlation is found with solar wind density. Kullen et al. [2002] find that the moving arcs have an evolution time ranging from 2 to 6 hours, starting at the time of a clear separation from the auroral oval until the arc fades and/or reaches the opposite oval. Of the clear polar arcs they observe, 15% are seen to move across the entire polar region.
[4] The idea that a change in B y was a necessary but not sufficient condition for theta aurora formation was first put forward by Akasofu and Roederer [1983] based on Dynamics Explorer-1 observations. A splitting of the open field line region in the high-latitude ionosphere is caused by the passage of a tangential IMF discontinuity (a B y sign change during northward IMF), allowing the formation of a theta aurora across the high-latitude region.
[5] The Crooker [1979] antiparallel merging model shows how B x plays a role in the IMF connection to the Earth's magnetic field lines, where the field lines are antiparallel to the IMF in the Northern Hemisphere tail lobe when B x is negative (antisunward) and in the Southern Hemisphere when B x is positive. This is even more important in the winter hemisphere where the polar region is tilted away from the Sun. Thus the IMF orientation results in hemispheric differences in plasma convection and may also influence theta formation. In addition, during northward IMF the solar wind pressure is expected to affect the magnetosphere less because of a more closed topology. The implication is that the theta aurora would not form in both hemispheres simultaneously; however, observations of both simultaneous theta and theta occurring in only one hemisphere [Østgaard el al., 2003] have been made.
[6] Lassen and Danielsen [1978] observe more frequent smaller-scale Sun-aligned arcs for negative B x . It has also been observed that Northern Hemisphere theta aurora (moving arcs) tend to fade after crossing the noon-midnight meridian when B x is positive .
[7] The evolving theta (moving arcs) are the longest-lived of the high-latitude arcs and form during northward IMF and changing B y . In the Northern Hemisphere they form from an expanded dawnside (duskside) emission region when B y changes from negative to positive (positive to negative) [Cumnock et al., 1997 . Whereas the motion of the transpolar arc (TPA) is dependent on the sign of B y , brief decreases or southward excursions of IMF B z can enhance the intensity of the TPA and affect the velocity of its motion [Cumnock et al., 2000] . The effects of changing B z are avoided by choosing time periods of steady northward IMF. The purpose of this paper, among other things, is to determine the influence of other solar wind parameters on the theta aurora evolution time and emission intensity.
Observations
[8] Solar wind IMF data were used to identify time periods of interest from the satellite closest to Earth and near the Sun-Earth line (ACE, IMP-8, and Wind satellites). Global images of the aurora were provided by the UV imager (UVI) on Polar during its 18-hour orbit. Polar was launched on 24 February 1996 into an 86°inclination orbit, with an apogee of 9 R E in the Northern Hemisphere and a perigee of 1.8 R E . The UV imager, with an 8°field-of-view, can image the entire auroral oval above 60°north latitude from spacecraft altitudes greater than 6 R E . The instrument is able to resolve 0.5°in latitude at apogee; thus a single pixel projected to 100 km altitude from apogee is nominally 50 Â 50 km. However, because of a wobble along one direction of the despun platform where the sensor is mounted there is some blurring, resulting in an effective pixel size of 50 Â 250 km when the instrument is not in ''sync mode.'' This is of no consequence for our purposes. In the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield mode the instrument measures molecular nitrogen emissions in the 140 -180 nm spectral region. Electron energies associated with theta aurorae are observed by DMSP to be low ( 1 keV). Since these lowenergy electrons deposit their energy at relatively high altitude, atmospheric attenuation of the UV emissions is small in both UVI wavelength bands. Dayglow is removed from sunlit images. The noise level is of the order of 10 R [Torr et al., 1995] .
[9] During 4 1/2 years of Northern Hemisphere Polar UV observations we analyzed 4-min averaged IMF data in GSM coordinates in order to select time periods when the IMF was northward for at least 2 hours before and at least 3 hours after a single B y sign change. No constraints were placed on the direction or size of the B y sign change except that the sign should change only once. Measured from 1 hour before and after the B y sign change the largest difference was from +9 to À16 nT and the smallest was from +1 to À1 nT. In some cases B y changes slowly, gradually increasing or decreasing, and may have values near zero for an hour or more. Rarer are fast B y sign changes where B y goes from one absolute maximum value to the opposite in a few minutes. We found 55 time periods that met our criteria. For 19 of them there were UVI data for the entire formation and evolution of the theta aurora. Table 1 shows that a variety of seasons and IMF B x and B y orientations are represented. Summer is defined as Earth dipole tilt greater than 12°, winter is defined as dipole tilt less than À12°, and equinox is defined as dipole tilt from À12°to +12°. Dipole tilt is measured at the time of the IMF B y sign change. At top, the number of events for each B y sign change polarity and B x combination are listed for all steady northward IMF time periods. The second row shows only those events with UVI data, which are then separated by season. We consider IMF B x at the time IMF B y is changing. In one case (which occurs in the lower right quadrant of Figure 1) IMF B x changes sign at the same time as IMF B y . IMF B x changes from weakly positive to weakly negative in the 2 hours before and after the B y sign change. We use the value of B x just after the sign change (i.e., during the theta formation for that event). In all cases IMF B z was northward for the entire TPA evolution time. IMF B x and B z polarities remain the same also in SM coordinates.
[10] Of the 19 time periods with UVI data, 16 cases of theta aurora are seen where a TPA forms on one side of the auroral oval, separates, and moves across the entire polar region. In one case a theta aurora is formed; however, the arc fades just after crossing the noon-midnight meridian. In two cases a TPA starts to separate from the oval but does not move up to, or fades before reaching, the noon-midnight meridian. Smaller-scale Sun-aligned arcs may occur in the expanded auroral oval in addition to the main TPA. Often after the B y sign change, a TPA forms also along the edge of the expanded auroral oval on the side opposite to that where the theta aurora first forms.
[11] The observation that theta aurora almost always occur in the Northern Hemisphere for northward IMF and a B y sign change, regardless of B x and dipole tilt, implies that for steady northward IMF TPAs (or theta aurora) should appear simultaneously in both hemispheres.
Occurrence
[12] Figure 1 shows a fairly even distribution of all events with respect to the dipole tilt of the Earth and IMF B x . Small circles denote events without Polar UV data. Diamonds denote full theta aurora evolution, a square denotes a theta that fades after crossing the noon-midnight meridian (half evolution), and triangles show events where theta are not formed (that is, an arc is formed but does not move up to, or fades before reaching, the noon-midnight meridian). The lower right quadrant is that in which both B x (negative) and dipole tilt (positive, toward the Sun) are such that the northward IMF lines are more likely to be antiparallel to the Earth's field lines in the Northern Hemisphere lobes [Crooker, 1979] . Also, the antiparallel region would be further tailward than for the configurations seen in the other three quadrants. Whereas the distribution of the total of our events is fairly even and has no obvious bias, there are only two events with data in the lower left quadrant. The fact that there are so many winter hemisphere theta with positive B x , the least favored configuration for antiparallel merging, is surprising because it is opposite to the result predicted by Crooker [1979] . None of these five events occurs during particularly high solar wind velocity (and have solar wind velocities ranging from 290 to 450 km/s).
[13] In our analysis we consider solar wind pressure, velocity, and density, IMF magnitude, B x , B x /B z , sign change of B y , magnitude of B y , B y /B z and the combined effect of dipole tilt and IMF B x for all of the events. However, since for steady northward IMF and changing B y theta aurora are almost always formed, there are no expected strong correlations between occurrence and other IMF parameters.
[14] However, there are some similarities for the three events that do not have theta or full evolution of the theta. For instance, the two events with no theta both occur for small positive B x but with the favored dipole tilt. The event with half evolution falls in the same quadrant but has larger B x . These are the only events with data in the positive B x , and positive tilt quadrant during equinox ( 12°). Previous observations have also seen that theta after crossing the noon-midnight meridian tend to fade for positive B x . It is possible that these IMF conditions cause very faint arcs, which are below the instrument threshold. In one of the no theta cases there are DMSP F13 data which shows multiple, very faint highlatitude arcs after the B y sign change and for a few hours thereafter.
[15] The three events that do not have theta or full evolution of the theta are also associated with small B z (<5 nT), small IMF magnitude, a small slow positive B y Figure 1 . Distribution of all events. See text for details. sign change, and low solar wind speed (<380 km/s). This is in agreement with observations that see increased occurrence with increasing solar wind speed [Gussenhoven, 1982] and, in addition, strongly northward IMF and larger IMF magnitude [Kullen et al., 2002] .
[16] For steady northward IMF and a B y sign change, theta aurorae are almost always formed. These observations have important consequences for conjugacy, implying that theta should appear simultaneously in both hemispheres. Theta aurora would, however, be expected to occur on opposite sides of the oval (anticonjugate or mirror image), as reported by , supporting the twisted plasma sheet model.
[17] Østgaard et al.
[2003] present two examples of transpolar arcs (TPAs) that occur in one hemisphere but not the other. In one case the TPA reaches near the noonmidnight meridian; the second case is an oval-aligned TPA. Both cases involve several hours of positive IMF B z prior to arc formation, multiple B y sign changes, and a B x sign which favors the hemisphere in which the arc occurs. Their results are in agreement with our observations in that the events occur near equinox and that TPAs are not seen in the hemisphere not favored by B x . An example of simultaneous theta in both hemispheres is presented by . They observe TPAs in each hemisphere located on the dawn (dusk) side on the noon-midnight meridian in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere. The IMF is similar to that during the examples examined by Østgaard et al. [2003] , nonsteady but has been positive for several hours prior to theta formation, with multiple B y sign changes and B x positive. In this case, however, dipole tilt is quite large at +28°.
Evolution Time
[18] To study the duration of the theta evolution, we define the time interval from when the TPA has started separating from the oval to when it is aligned along the noon-midnight meridian as the first half of the evolution and then the time it takes to reach the opposite side of the auroral oval as the second half. Separation is defined to occur when the TPA passes through 80°MLAT and either 3 or 21 MLT. Figure 2 shows the TPA evolution time versus Earth dipole tilt. Black bars show the total evolution time, gray bars show the first half, and white bars show the second half. The two events with no theta are located at 5.2°a nd 7.4°dipole tilt (and positive B x ) and have no bars. A single gray bar at 9.6°dipole tilt shows the time length of the half evolution event. In one case (at 0.6°dipole tilt) the TPA remains at the noon-midnight meridian for over 2 hours; this time is not counted in either half of the evolution time, as it does not fall within our definition of the first or second halves of the evolution time.
[19] In most cases the first half of the evolution takes longer than the second half and has more variation. For all seasons the second half takes on average about 2 hours. For winter the first half takes on average the shortest amount of time, a little over 2 hours. For equinox and summer, the first half takes on average over 3.5 hours.
[20] There are no general correlations between solar wind parameters and evolution time; however, we see similarities in the longest and shortest events. The four shortest TPA evolution events are associated with very fast and/or very large B y sign changes. They all have negative B y sign changes, resulting in dusk originating theta. The four longest evolution times are all associated with negative CUMNOCK: BRIEF REPORT B x , slower B y change (two of each polarity), and lower solar wind velocity. One occurs in summer and three occur at equinox. The Kullen [2000] model finds that the rate of the B y sign change does not affect TPA motion; however, stronger IMF magnitude results in faster motion. However, we see no correlation between IMF magnitude and TPA evolution time. We also see no correlation between the combined effect of dipole tilt and IMF B x and evolution time.
[21] In most cases the TPA evolution follows a general pattern of initial separation from the oval as jB y j decreases with respect to B z , reaching the noon-midnight meridian after the B y sign change and continuing its motion toward the auroral oval as jB y j increases with respect to B z . Thirteen full evolution cases and the three partial evolution cases follow this pattern. In one case with jB y j increasing before a fast sign change, the initial TPA separation occurs after the B y sign change. In two cases of very slow B y sign changes, the TPA reaches the noon-midnight meridian just before the B y sign change.
[22] Naehr and Toffoletto [2004] examine existing theta evolution models [Chang et al., 1998; Newell et al., 1999; Kullen, 2000; Kullen and Janhunen, 2004] . The models produce the expected TPA motion associated with each B y sign change, but the TPA does not connect to the dayside oval. Modeled reversals of IMF B y during northward IMF (twisted magnetotail) produce many of the features observed during theta auroral evolution, as opposed to southward turnings which cause field-line merging jumps [e.g., Chang et al., 1998; Newell et al., 1999] . In particular, the twisting of the magnetotail results in a partially bifurcated high-latitude open field line region. Also, the modeled theta takes less than the observed 2 hours to reach highest latitudes (near the noon-midnight meridian) depending on modeled magnetotail length and solar wind velocity. The models produce longer transit times for longer magnetotail length and/or slower propagation of the B y reversal region tailward (i.e., lower solar wind velocity); however, it is interesting that the event with the shortest evolution time (2 hours 20 min) also has the lowest solar wind velocity (290 km/s), contradicting the intuitive explanation. None of the models discussed by Naehr and Toffoletto [2004] addresses how IMF B x affects the theta aurora evolution time. The IMF B x effect may explain why in general the model results have not duplicated the longer evolution times observed by satellite imagers [see also Kullen, 2000; Slinker et al., 2001; Kullen and Janhunen, 2004] .
[23] The twisted magnetotail model also explains the implied hemispheric anticonjugacy of theta aurora formation. For at least one of our cases an apparent Southern Hemisphere theta evolves in the opposite direction but reaches the noon-midnight meridian at the same time as the theta in the Northern Hemisphere (J. A. Cumnock et al., Simultaneous polar aurorae and modeled convection patterns in both hemispheres, submitted to Advances in Space Research, 2004).
Emissions
[24] Figure 3 shows the UV minimum (gray bars) and maximum (black bars) emissions measured in the TPA when it is aligned along the noon-midnight meridian versus Earth dipole tilt. Note that the events with no observed theta may have TPA emissions below the instrument threshold of a few tens of Rayleighs. [25] Generally, the strongest UV emissions measured in the theta aurora occur in the summer hemisphere. One exception is the event at À8°dipole tilt that, however, has unusually large IMF values (jBj $ 26 nT, DBy $ À25 nT) and has a solar wind velocity of about 540 km/s. All four winter hemisphere theta have weak emissions (100$400 R). There are no other associations between solar wind parameters and TPA emissions. There is also no connection between theta aurora evolution time and TPA emissions. The occurrence of the most intense theta in the summer hemisphere indicates that it is lobe reconnection that is controlling the intensity of the emissions. This is opposite to what is observed in the aurora oval, where discrete arcs are suppressed in the sunlit hemisphere [Newell et al., 1996] .
Summary
[26] 1. For steady northward IMF and a B y sign change, theta aurorae are almost always formed in the Northern Hemisphere, regardless of B x and dipole tilt.
[27] 2. These observations imply that transpolar arcs should appear simultaneously in both hemispheres.
[28] 3. Theta aurora would, however, be expected to occur on opposite sides of the oval (anticonjugate or mirror image), as reported by , supporting the twisted plasma sheet model.
[29] 4. The shortest evolution times are associated with very fast and/or very large B y sign changes and are all dusk originating theta aurora. The longest evolution times are associated with negative B x , slower B y sign changes, and lower solar wind velocity.
[30] 5. Steady northward IMF produces very faint auroral emissions. The faintest theta has emissions that range from 100 to 150 R, although TPA emissions may be below the instrument threshold.
[31] 6. Generally, the strongest UV emissions measured in the theta aurora occur in the summer hemisphere and weaker emissions are seen in the winter hemisphere theta.
[32] 7. The two cases where the TPA does not reach the noon-midnight meridian and one case with half evolution in the Northern Hemisphere occur during equinox and for positive IMF B x .
[33] For at least one of our cases an apparent Southern Hemisphere theta evolves in the opposite direction but reaches the noon-midnight meridian at the same time as the theta in the Northern Hemisphere. An analysis of the ionospheric convection patterns, precipitating particles, and field-aligned currents measured by the DMSP satellite in both hemispheres and their relation to the theta aurora is ongoing.
